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Shock-wave
data for the high-pressure
phasesof a numberof rocksand mineralshavebeen
reanalyzed
usinga revisedseismicequationof stateto constrain
the zero-pressure
properties
of the high-pressure
phases.
The anomalously
low valuesof dK/dP resultingfrom a previous
analysis
are therebyremoved.The inferredzero-pressure
densities
of the high-pressure
phases
are reducedby an averageof 4%, and the valuesof the zero-pressure
seismicparameter,I,o
are reducedby up to 30%, bringingthem into approximate
agreement
with the hypothesis
of the molar additivity of ,I,. For most of the materialsconsidered,the derived pressure

trajectoriesof densityversusthe seismicparameter,I, are consistent
wth shock-wave
data

on suchmaterialsas MgO, A120..•,
and SiO• (stishovite)whereno zero-pressure
assumptions

are required.Iron-richcompounds
may requirefurtherrevision.It is demonstrated
that in
poorlyconstrained
cases
theBirch-Murnaghan
equation
canproduce
a singularity
in dK/dP
at highpressure.
Possible
crystalstructures
of the high-pressure
phases
are considered
using
the revisedzero-pressure
densities.
It seemslikely that olivineswith lessthanabout10-mole%

FeO content can transform to a phasesignificantlydenserthan the isochemicalmixture of

oxides,in contrastto olivineswith higheriron content.The possibility
that electronspin

transitionsoccur in iron-rich compoundsis considered,but no strong evidencehas been
obtained.The derived zero-pressure
densitiesof the high-pressure
phasesare usuallynot of

sufficientaccuracyto distinguish
betweenall alternativestructures,
but in somecasesan
alternativestructureto that previouslychosenis preferredhere.

Ourknowledge
of theproperties
of rocksand of state [D. L. Anderson,1967, 1969] that is
mineralsat the temperatures
and pressures
of more appropriate to the close-packedcrystal
the lowermantledepends
heavilyonthe results structuresto be expected at high pressures.
of shock-wave
experiments.
The reductionof Other forms of this equation were used by
shock-wave
resultsto quantitiesthat can be D. L. Anderson and Kanarnori [1968] and
compared
to knownproperties
of the lower Ahrens etal. [1969]. We will show that the
mantle is complicated
becausemost of the revisedseismicequationof state yields highminerals
likelyto be importantconstituents
of pressurebehaviorthat is physicallymore reathe mantle undergo phase transformationssonablethan that yieldedby previousforms.
underhighpressure.
In mostcases
the crystal Specifically,use of the revisedseismicequastructure of the high-pressure
phase is un- tion of state removesanomalouslylow values
that reknown.Severalrecentpapershave employed of Ks' -- (dKs/dP)s at high pressures
sulted
from
the
analysis
by
Ahrens
etal.
[1969].
various assumptions
about the zero-pressure
(Here
K
is
the
bulk
modulus,
P
is
pressure,
and
properties
of thehigh-pressure
phases
in order
to deriveappropriate
pressure-density
relations subscript$ denotesconstantentropy.) It also

for thesephases
[e.g.,Wang,1968;D. L. An- reducesthe inferred zero-pressuredensitiesof

the high-pressure
phasesby a few percent,and
reduces
by
20%
or
more the zero-pressurevalue
1969].In this paperwe haveusedfor this
purpose
a revised
formof theseismic
equation ß o of the seismicparameterß -- K/p, where p

dersonand Kanamori, 1968; Ahrensetal.,

is density. The resulting values of •o are shown
to agreeapproximatelywith valuespredictedby
• Contribution1906,Divisi•)nof GeologicalSci- the hypothesisof the molar additivity of (I, of
ences,CaliforniaInstitute of Technology,Pasathe componentoxidesproposedby D. L. Anderdena, California 91109.
son [1969].

It is demonstrated
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that in extreme cases the
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Birch-Murnaghan equation can cause a singularity in dK/dP at high pressure,and that it
must therefore be applied with caution when
there is a lot of uncertainty in the parameters
of the equation,or when extrapolationto very
high pressuresis desired.
Possible crystal structures of the high-pressure phasesof shockedminerals and rockswere
discussedby Ahrens et al. [1969] on the basis
of the derived zero-pressuredensities.These are
reconsideredhere using the new zero-pressure
densities.In many casesthe samestructure still
seemsappropriate.The possibilitythat, in some
of the iron-rich compounds,the Fe ions have
undergonehigh-spin to low-spin transitions is
investigated,but no.clear evidenceof this transi-

relation

can be obtained

We have considered shock-wave data of the

the results of

V d2(PV2/S)/dV•

= -¾

tion is obtained.

17 rocks and minerals previously studied by
Ahrens et al. [1970], and the 2 diabasesdiscussedby D. L. Andersonand Kanamori [1968].
The original data are from McQueen, Marsh,
and Fritz (unpublished), Wackerle [1962],
Al'tshuler et al. [1965], and Trunin et al.
[1965]. Some of the data of McQueen et al.
have been publishedby McQueen et al. [1967]
and by Birch in Clark [1966].

from

D. L. Andersonand Kanamori [1968], who reduced the raw Hugoniot data of a number of
materialsusingboth the Birch-Murnaghanequation and the Murnaghan equation. Their results indicate that use of the Murnaghan equation would increasethe zero-pressuredensities
obtainedhere by lessthan 1%, that (•o would
changeby lessthan about 4%, and that (• at
a pressureof 1 mb would be changedby less
than 10%. These effectswould not changethe
conclusions
of this paper.
The Griineisen ratio 7 has been calculated
from the Dugdale-Macdonaldformula

-

1

where V = 1/p is the specificvolume,and the
derivatives

are taken at 0øK. If the 0øK iso-

therm is assumedto have the Birch-Murnaghan
form (1), then

•2---2)3)--(1/3)•r(28x4--30x
6)(4)
• = (5x
(5x
l•T(7x
•'-- 3)(x
•--' q1)
where • is the parameter of the 0øK isotherm.
An excellent approximationto •, is •s, the
parameter of the adiabat centered at 300øK and

P = 0, so it is thereforenot necessaryto calculatethe 0øK isotherm.Nevertheless,an iteraThe procedure used here for the reduction
tive schememust be used to simultaneously
of shock-wave hugoniot data to appropriate
adiabatsis essentiallythe sameas that described calculate7 and the 'room temperature'adiabat
from the shock-wavedata, sincethey are interby Ahrens et al. [1969]. All pressure-density
dependent.
curves (Hugoniots and adiabats) have been
Fortunately, the rather crude assumptions
approximatedby the Birch-Murnaghan equaMETHOD OF ANALYSIS OF SHOCK-WAvE DATA

that we are forcedto make about 7 do not

tion

materially affect the conclusionsabout the zero-

P = 1.5Ko(x
7 -- x'•)[1- l•(x2-- 1)]
where x =

(1)

pressuredensitiesof the high-pressurephases.
The main constraintson the presentproblem

(p/po)TM,po is the zero-pressure are the shock-wave data and the choice of the

density, Ko is the zero-pressurebulk modulus, seismicequation of state parameters. For exand $ is a parameter related to the pressure ample, Ahrens et al. [1969, Table 9] assumed
derivative of the bulk modulus at zero pressure various zero-pressure
values of •, and tested
by
both • = constantand ¾/V -- constant.For the

presentstudy, the additionallaws ¾/V• = constant and ¾/V• = constantweretested.Through
It has been argued recently [Thomsen, 1970] all of these casesthe variation of po was less
that alternative equationsto the Birch-Murna- than 1%, the variation of (•oabout 2%, and the
ghanequationcanbe derivedeither by including variation of (• at 1-mb pressureabout 10%.
higher order terms, or by using alternative These variations are significantly lessthan the
definitions of strain. An indication of the effect
effectsof the revisionof the seismicequation
of changingthe form of the pressure-densityof state to be presentedhere.

= Co' = 4-

(2)

REvtsEu Snoc•<-W^vE
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The seismicequation of state used by Ah•'e•s
close-packedphasesto be expectedin the lower
et al. [1969] to constrain the zero-pressure mantle. The resultspresentedhere support this
propertiesof the high-pressurephaseswas
conjecture.

.o= 0.048()o

(5)

COMPARISON OF RESULTS USING OLD AND

NEw SEISMIC EQUATIONS OF STATE

This resulted from fitting the zero-press•re
properties of a seleciionof al rocks and minerals, which included many with open crystal
structuressuchas q-quartz and feldspars[D. L.
Anderson,1967]. It was pointed out by D. L.
Anderson [1969] that the equation

The results of the analysisof the shock-wave
data when the original (equation 5) and revised
(equation 6) equations of state are used are
given in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2. Table
lists the Birch-Murnaghan parameters p,
and • of the 'ambient' adiabat (i.e., centeredat
Pc= 0.049•(M>•o
1/a
(6) 300øK and P -- 0) of each material considered.
gave a goodfit to the zero-pressureproperties Also listed are Ko•, from (2), and •o, the zeroof MgO, AI=O•, and SiC= (stishovite), all of pressurevalue o.f the seismicparameter •o -which have close-packed crystal structures. (OP/Op)s-- Ks/p, where the subscriptS indiEquation 6 thus seemsmore appropriate to cates constant entropy.
The difference between the original and redescribe the zero-pressureproperties of the

TABLE

1.

Parameters of the Ambient Adiabats Derived Using the Original and Revised Seismic Equations of State
•0 = 0.0492(M

pc = 0.048(M)q •ø-a=a

pc,
g/cm•

Ko,
Mb

/•

Ko'

q•o,
(km/sec) •

pc,
g/cm•

Ko,
(Mb)

•

Ko'

q•o,
(kin/see) 2

Forsteritc (Fo)

4.31

4.425

2.22

1.05

103

4.18

3.186

0.88

2.83

Olivinite I (01iv)

4.58

4.840

0.86

2.85

106

4.28

2.961

0.48

3.35

69

Twin Sisters dunitc (TS)
I-Iortonolite dunitc (Ho)

4.12
4.75

3.367
3 319

1,01
1.22

2.65
2.37

82

3.94

2.147

0.41

3.45

55

70

4.59

2.366

0.65

3.14

52

Fayalite (Fa)

5.31

3.319

1.87

1.50

63

5.03

2.173

0.89

2.81

43

Hematite (Fe20s)
Magnetite (Fe•Oa)
Spine• (Sp)

5.96
6.30
4.19

3.991
4.488
3.819

1.52
1.66
1.06

1.98
1.79
2.59

67

5.70

2.727

0.83

2.89

48

71

6.11

3.225

0.94

2.74

53

91

4.03

2.646

0.53

3.29

65

Enstatite (Ens)
Bronzitite (Br)

4.20

4.031

4.23

96

3.93•

3.74

2.117

1.14

2.48

57

3.33

1.086

0.49

3.34

33

Sillimanite

4.00

3.187

1.40

2.33

80

3.94

2.435

0.82

2.91

62

3.95

3.045

1.16

2.46

77

3.84

2.185

0.61

3.19

57

3.57

1.481

0.67

3.11

41
45

(Sill)

.indalusite (And)

--1.64

76

............

Anorthosite (An)

3.71

2.084

1.20

2.40

56

Oligoclase(01ig)
Albitite (Alb)
Microcline (Micr)

3.69
3.81
3.50

2.198
2.550
1.563

1.60
1.63
1.47

1.87
1.82
2.04

60

3.57

1.592

0.72

3.15

67

3.69

1.84

0.71

3.05

50

45

3.36

1.09

0.70

3.06

33

Westerly granite (WGr)
Eclogite (Eel)

3.96
3.61

2.907
1.555

1.32
0.76

2.24
2.99

73

3.90

2.22

0.75

3.00

57

43

3.49

1.12

0.39

3.48

32

Periclase (MgO)
Corundum (A120,)

3.584a 1.628
3.988 a 2.551

3.85
4.16

45

Stishovite (St02)
Wustite (FeO)

4.287 a 3.546
5.86 a,b .........

0.11
-0.12
0.66

3.12

83

64

30 b

,oo = 0.051 (M)q)•l a

Fayalite

4.82

1.65

0.67

3.10

34

Hematite

5.44

2.03

0.58

3.23

37

Magnetite

6.00

2.69

0.72

3.05

45

Fixed density.

Extrapolated from Fe.•O [Clark, 1966; D. L. Anderson,1969].
From hugoniot.
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vised results is most strikingly illustrated by
Figures I and 2. In these figures, the loci of
the ambient adiabatshave been plotted in the

Thusa slopeof 1/3 in the log (o/(M)) -- logtI,

K/p, it can readilybe shownthat for any given
functionP = P(p).

for the substances considered is much narrower.

plane correspondsto dK/dP = 4, and a slope
of -1 correspondsto dK/dP = 0. The theolog (p/(M)) -- log tk plane (notethat (M)/p is retical high-pressurelimit on dK/dP, as given
the molar volume). In this plane the seismic by the Thomas-Fermi approximation, is 5/3
to a slopeof
equationsof state (5) and (6) are straight lines [March, 1955], which corresponds
(of slopes 0.323 and 1/3, respectively). The 3/2 in Figures i and 2. (Lines of slope1/3, 3/2,
zero-pressureends of the adiabatic curves all and --1 are shownin Figure I for comparison.)
fall on the seismicequation of state line, with Clearly, for many of the originaladiabats(Figpressureincreasingaway from the line along ure 1) dK/dP falls below the Thomas-Fermi
each adiabat. It can be seen that the original limit at high pressures,and for some it falls
adiabats in Figure i are much lessorderly than below zero. For the revised adiabats (Figure 2),
the revised adiabats in Figure 2, and that for dK/dP approachesthe Thomas-Fermi limit at
many of the original adiabats tk becomesa high pressuresin somecases,but usuallyis subdecreasingfunctionof p (and P) at higherpres- stantially greater.
The revision has had the additional effect that
sures,whereasthis doesnot occur in Figure 2.
at all pressuresthe range of values of dK/dP
From the definitionsK = p dP/dp and ß =

d(log p)

1
-0.60

dP

--

This narrow range is illustrated by the range of
slopesof the adiabatsin Figure i as compared
to Figure 2, and also, at zero pressure,by the
values of Ko' given in Table 1. The original

(7)

I

MgO

2 AI205
5

SiO 2

N
-0.65

\.

--

Fo

o

Sp

-0.70

TS
S•11
nd

'--WGran

20•Fe• 04

-0.75

•g

/
Ecl

-0.80

--

1.5

1.6

AIb

Micr

I

I

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

2.1

2.2

Log ,½,
Fig. 1. Log (p/(M)) -- log ß plot of adiabats derived using equation 5. Straight line is
seismic equation of state line, equation 5. Short-dashedcurves, oxides; long-dashedcurves,
iron-rich compounds;dash-dot curves, rocks containing feldspars; solid curves, others listed
in Tables I and 2. Abbreviations are identified in Table 1. Inset: lines with slopes corre-

spondingto dK/dP •_ O,5/3, and 4, as labeled.
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disruption of an ordered structure, these exenstatite,seelater section),whereasthe revised amplesdo not give any reasonto expect anom-

values of Ko' range from 1.05 to. 3.0 (excluding

alous behavior of dK/dP over a large pressure
range in materialswith well definedstructures.
Further, laboratorymeasurements
of Ko• for the
low-pressurephasesof dense minerals usually
effect, determine relationsbetween •I,oand po yield valuesin the range4.0 to 5.4 [e.g., O. L.
and Ko• and po (or •I,o),then either the seismic Anderson el al., 1968]. The present results,
equationof state (a relation between•I,oand po) based on the revised seismicequation of state,
or any other acceptablecriterion,suchas argu- seemto accordwith the conjecturethat dK/dP
phasesat zero pressureare
ments on the magnitude of 9o or Ko•, could be of the high-pressure
used as an additional constraint. That an addiless than dK/dP of the low-pressure phases,
tional constraintis requiredwas pointed out by and shouldtend smoothly,and perhaps monoD. L. Andersonand Kanamori [1968]. Argu- tonically, toward the Thomas-Fermi limit at
ments are given below on the magnitudes of high pressures.They are also consistentwith
both Ko• and 9ø.
the observation [0. L. Anderson el al., 1968]
Very low, negative, or rapidly fluctuating that high-density minerals of a given mean
values of dK/dP in minerals are usually only atomic weight have lower values for dK/dP
observedin associationwith the collapseof than low-density minerals. There is one more
porous material, during phase changes,or at shred of evidence bearing on the dK/dP of
low pressuresin some glasses[e.g., Ma•ghnani
high-pressure
phasesof silicates.D. L. Anderet al., 1968; Fritz and Thurston, 1970]. Since son and Jordan [1970] estimated the zeroglassesdo not have a highly ordered crystal pressurepropertiesof the lo.wermantle from
structure,and the other two casesinvolve the seismicdata, and obtaineda dK/dP of 3.3. This
valuesrangefrom 2.74 to 3.45.
Someindependentargumentscan be made to
further justify the above results.In fact, it may
be noted that since the shock-wave data, in

/

1
-0.60

/
/

MgO
!

i

//

2 AI203
3

SiO2

/
/

/

-0.65

Fo

/
-0.70

Dliv

/

i

Sp

/

/

/

WGren

--b

! 0 .7 5 I

Fe504

Fe205
-0.80

1.5

1.6

I

I

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

2.1

Log
Fig. 2. As in Figure 1 for adiabats derived using equation 6. Solid straight line is revised
seismicequation of state line, equation 6. Solid straight line of equation 5 is also shown.
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value is appropriate for a temperature of the
order of 1600øC, and would be lower at room
temperature. Of the minerals studied in this

acteristic of the Birch-Murnaghan equation. In
a few cases,this was further aggravated by
another artifice of the calculation.These points

paper olivinite and Twin Sister's dunire are will be discussed in the next section.
Further effects of the revision of the seismic
the most pertinent for the lower mantle, and
they have dK/dP of 3.35 and 3.45, respectively. equationof state are to reducethe zero-pressure
Before discussingother consequences
of the densities,usually by about 3 to 5%, and to
reducego by 20% or more. In Table 2 the old
use of the revised seismicequation of state, it
should be pointed out that the rapid decrease and new densitiesand •'s are comparedto the
of 4K/dP with pressure,which is seenespe- p and ß obtainedby taking the molar average
cially in some of the results of Ahrens et al. of V and q) of the component o.xidesof each
[1969], is due in part to an undesirablechar- substance.The densitiesare closeto or slightly
TABLE

2.

Comparison of Original and Revised p0 and (I)0 with Those of the Isochemical Mixture of Oxides, and Proposed
Crystal Structures and Densities of High-Pressure Phases
po
Density
Equations
5

Forsterire
Olivinite

Twin

I

Sisters

6

Equations

•b0 =
0.051

Oxides

5

6

•k0 =
0.051

of
Oxides

4.18

3.85

103

76

62

K2NiF½

4.12

4.58

4.28

4.0

106

69

4.12

3.94

4.04

82

55

60
60

K•NiF4
Sr•Pb04

4.25
4.04

olivine (LS)

3.39

4.75

4.59

4.64

70

52

55

dunire

FayMite

Structure

4.31

dunire
Hortonolite

Proposed Structure

5.31

5.03

4.82

YIematite

5.96

5.70

5.44

Magnetite

6.30

6.11

6.00

5.29

63

43

ßßß

67

48

5.54

71

53

37

Sr2Pb04

4.64

olivine (LS)

4.35

50

Sr2Pb04

5.29

ßßß

olivine (LS)
spinel
perovskite
/?-rare earth
corundum (LS)

5.41
4.8
5.8
5.56
6.05

43 c

CaFe20½

5.84

spinel: Fe2+Fe2a+(LS)Oa(N)
Fe•+(LS)Fe•S+Oa(I)
Fe s+ (I-I S) Fe 2+ (LS) Fe s+

5.6
5.45

(LS)04(I)
CaFes04: Fe•+Fe•S+(LS)04
FeO(LS) •- Fe•03
(/?-rare earth)

5.8
6.4
6.1

Spinel

4.19

4.03

3 86

91

66

59

CaFes04

4.13

3.81
3.81

Sillimanite

4.00

3.94

4.09

80

62

Andalusite

3.95

3.84

4.09

77

57

70
70

pseudobrookite
pseudobrookite

Enstatite

4.20

3.93 a

3.98

96

...

66

ilmenite

3.76

perovskite
garnet

4.25
3.64

Bronzitite

3.74

3.33

4.08

57

33

64

Anorthosite

3.71

3.57

3 91

56

41

ß-.

ilmenite

J •-G

3.$5

•-K

•-S b

-]-K

-]-S

hollandite

Oligoclase

3.69

3.57

3 86

40

45

ß-.

J •G

3.85

hollandite

Albitite

Microcline

Westerly
granite
Diabase,
Centreville
Diabase,
Frederick

3 80

3 51

3.69

3.36

3 85

3 86

67

45

50

33

ß..
ß..

.l •-G

3.54
3.52
3.86

-]-K

-•S

3.51

hollandire

3.85

(J -]- S)

(3.20)

hollandite

3.84

hollandire

-[- stishovite

3.94

4 01

hollandire

+ garnet

3.75

4.08

hollandite

•- garnet

3 75

3.96

3.90

4.07

3.79

(3.63)

3.77

(3.61)

73

57

Hugoniot.
j = jadeire, G = grossular, K = kyanite, S = stishovite.
Uses q)0(Fe•Oa) = 48.
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• -va 0, the high-pressurelimit is 3. Figure 3
shows dK/dP plotted against x for several
values of •. For /j = 0 (Ko' = 4), dK/dP decreases monotonically toward the high-press•re limit. For • < 0 (Ko' > 4), dK/dP again
decreasesmonotonically toward the high-pressure limit of 3, but for • > 0 (Ko' < 4) a
singularity occursfor some value of x > 1. In
the latter case dK/dP first decreasesto minus
infinity before changingsign and approaching
the high-pressurelimit. For Ko' -- 2, for instance,dK/dP becomeszero at about x = 1.08,
i.e., about 15% compression.Since it is found
that Ko' < 4 for many of the materials analyzed
strained to be close to the mixed-oxide •I,. Thus
here, it is evident that the Bireh-Murnaghan
the use of the revised seismicequation of state equation must be used with caution. If Ko' is
is approximately equivalent to the hypothesis found to be lessthan 4, then the Birch-Murnaof the molar additivity of ß [D. L. Anderson, ghan equationwill be physicallyreasonableonly
within a restricted pressure range.
1969].
This singular behavior of the Birch-MurnaThe iron-rich compoundsshow systematically
different behavior--in Figure 2 we see that K • ghanequationis not usuallya problem.It arises
is systematically lower for Fe20•, FelOn, and
fayalite. Exceptional behavior might be expected,sincethe ß -- p point for FeO (Table 1)
apparently does not line up with the other dK
oxidesin Figure 2, and sinceit has been noted
[D. L. Anderson, 1969] that the parameter
(Ko:2)

greater than the 'mixed oxide' densities,as has
been predicted on the basis of high-pressure
static experimentson related compounds[e.g.,
Ringwood, 1969] (see also later discussion).
In addition,the new •'s are closeto the mixedoxide•'s, which is in accordwith the suggestion
made by D. L. Anderson[1969] that ß could
be estimatedfrom that of the componentoxides.
This result is a consequence
of constraining
and p to lie on a line passingthroughthe MgO,
A120•,and Si02 points (Figure 2). Since these
are the main componentsof most of the compoundsconsidered,and since the densitiesare
close to the mixed-oxide densities, ß is con-

!

'go-- poq•o-•/•/(M)
(cf. equation
6) increases
with
iron content. To allow for this, the iron-rich
compoundswere re-analyzedusing (Po-- 0.0510
(correspondingto roughly 70 wt % FeO), and
the resultsare given in Table 1. Ko' is greater,

and poand •o are lessthan previously.For fayalite, poand •I,onow seemto be anomalously
low
comparedto the mixed-oxidevalues.The same
may be true of FelOn, but FeoO• seems not
unreasonable.Since decisive tests are difficult,
considerableuncertainty must still attach to
the iron-rich compounds.

+6

+4

!

Limit, Ko=4

+2

EFFECT OF TI-IE BIRCt-I-MURNAGt-IAN EQUATION

Consider the functional form of dK/dP
yieldedby the Birch-Murnaghanequation.Differentiating (1), we.get

dK
[(49x•--25)--•(81x•--98x•-Jr-25)]
dP-3I l'
•?•--•(x2--1)(9x2--5)
I,

-2

1.0

I.I

1.2

1.5

1.4

1.5

(8)
The zero-pressure(x -- 1) value is Ko' =
4 -- 4/3 •e.Note that if •e-- 0, (8) givesa highpressure(x -- c•) limit of 7/3, whereasif

Fig. 3. dK/dP derived from Birch-Murnaghan
curve, equation 8, versus compression,for various
starting values Ko' -- ( dK/dP) ,=•.
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here becausethe uncertainty of the zero-pres- the systematicsof isostructuralcompoundsdissure density is reflected in large uncertainties cussedmore fully by Ahrens et al. [1969] and,
for example,by Reid and Ringwood [1969].
in the other equation-of-stateparameters.AlterOlivine group. Although the inferred dennative equationshave recently been proposed
that specificallyhave the propertythat dK/dP sitiesof Twin SistersdunRe,Hortonoltredunitc,
approachesthe high-pressurelimit smoothly and fayMite are slightly below the strontium
[Keane, 1954; O. L. Anderson,1968; Fritz and plumbate structure densities, especially for
fayMite, they are still comparable,and the fact
Thurston, 1970].
For some of the substances with the lowest
that density,•o, and Kd all changesystematicthat thesethree
Ko' in Figure 1, the anomalousresults have ally with iron contentsuggests
apparently been exaggeratedby an additional substances are in the same structure. In coneffect. Ahrens et al. [1969] calculated the trast, for forsterireand oliviniteI, poand •o are
Griineisen ratio from the formula
higher and Ko' is lower than would be expected
from the abovetrends,so.that the closerpacked

- opo/p
where 7o was taken as the zero-pressureDugdale-Macdonaldvalue, which, from (4), is

7o:

• -- -•

(10a)

= «(Ko' -- 1)

(10b)

When Ko' is small,7 canbe unreasonably
small,
and in somesuch cases7 was arbitrarily set
equal to 1. This has the effectof further decreasingthe adiabaticvalueof Ko'. The affected
substancesare forsteritc, fayalite, oligoclase,
albitite, and microcline.It is clear that Ko'
must have been low in spite of this effect,and
that many of the other substances
still had
very low valuesof Ko'.
I•aa•

Ca•s•A•

S•avc•a•s

HIGH-PRESSURE

or

PHASES

Becauseof the slightlylowerpoobtainedwith

K2NiF, structure is favored for both of these.
The concordance obtained between the forsteritc

and olivinite I (Table 2 and Figure 2) is in
striking contrastto the earlier results (Figure
1), and encourages
both the aboveinterpretation and the useof the revisedseismicequation
of state. A further consideration is that the low
iron-content olivines do not transform from the

olivine to the spinelphase,but transforminto a
distortionof this phase,the fi-Mg2SiO,structure
[Ringwood, 1969]. Possibly, anomalous behavior couldbe expectedat the higherpressure
transformationfrom spinel (or fi-Mg•Si04) to
the 'post-spinel'phasesbeing consideredhere.
It is not clear why the olivinite and Twin
Sisters dunitc should behave differently since
they have similar iron contents,but the reaction kinetics may be sensitiveto small differencesin the sample porosities [Ahrens et al.,
1969].

The 'low-spin' (LS) state structuresin Table

the use of the revised seismicequation of state,

below in conjunctionwith
the possiblecrystalstructuresof the high-pres- 2 will be discussed
sure phases must be reconsidered.Table 2 the otherhigh-ironcontentcompounds.
Hematite, magnetite,spinel. The perovskite
comparesthe old and new po and •o to the
mixed-oxide densities and •'s, and lists the structuredensityfor Fe•O• of 5.8 g/cm• is somesuggestedstructures,together with their den- what higher than the revised density of 5.7
sities. As noted earlier, the densitiesare close g/cm•, but may still be consideredcompatible.
to, or slighfiy greater than, the mixed-oxide If allowanceis made in the shockanalysisfor
densities. Because of the use of the revised

seismicequation of state, the same systematic
behavior can now be seenin •o (see earlier discussion). Since the possible structures were
discussedin ae•an
..... by •nrens
......... e• al. L•VUvj
• ..... ,
they will be discussed
here only as •he interpretation differs from theirs. The varieW of arguments that may be used to determine likely
crystal structures,in particular the estimation
of •he densityof the structure (Table 2) from

the higher iron content, however (see earher
discussion),the shock density of 5.44 g/era• is
considerablylower than the perovskitestructure

density. An alternative is the fi-rare earth
_ñ

__ _ñ ......

I

_' _1 .......

1 _1

_1

_'ñ__

_P

s[rue•ure, wmen woum give a •ens•[y o• about
5.56 g/cm8 [Reid and Ringwood, 1969] which
is quite compatiblewith the shock-waveresults.
By calculating the heat of formation, Gaf/ney
and Ahrens [1970] showed that Fe•08 would
only be stable in the perovskitestructureif the

REVISED SHOCK-WAVE EQUATIONS OF STATE

Fe'+ disproportionatedinto Fe"+ and Fe4+,and
even this possibility was open to doubt. The
•-rare earth structure thus appears to be a
reasonablecandidatefor this phase.
The revised densities of spinel (MgA1204)
and magnetite (FEB04) are still significantly
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munication) while the corundum structure is
retained. (Note that the Fe•+ LS ionic radius

of 0.55 A is very close to the A1•+ radius of
0.53 A.) However, the density 6.05 g/cm• of
this phaseis considerablyhigher than that inferred from the shock data, and so it doesnot
higher than the mixed-oxide densities. For
seema very likely possibility.
MgAI•O• the calcium ferrite structure density
There are several possibilitiesfor FelOn. At
of 4.13 g/cm3 is closeenoughto the derived low pressureit has an inversespinelstructure,
density of 4.03 g/cm3 to be acceptable.If
with the Fe•+ ions occupyingone half of the
the correctionto the seismicequation of state octahedralsites and Fe3+occupyingthe tetraallowing for the iron content of Fe•O is made, hedral sites and the other one half of the octathe derived density of 6.0 g/cm• is much less hedral sites. Thus either the Fe •+ or the Fe •+
than previously obtained (6.3 g/cm'), and it
occupyingthe octahedral sites, or both, could
doesnot seemnecessaryto invoke disproportion- changeto LS. Another possibility,much more
ation to metallic iron via 3 Fe•O• = Fe q- 4
likely, is to form a normal spinel with Fe•+
Fe20•. Either the calcium ferrite structure (•5.8
(LS) occupyingall of the octahedralsites (the
g/cm•) or disproportionationinto FeO q- Fe•03 closely analogousFeA120•is a normal spinel).
(perovskite) (•5.9 g/cm•) would not be un- The estimated densities of these structures are
reasonable,the latter possibilitydependingon given in Table 2. Only the density 5.8 g/cm• of
the interpretation of the high-pressurehematite the inverse spinel with all octahedrally coordinated cartonsin the LS state approachesthe
phaseas perovskite.
Electronic spin transitions. It has been sug- shock density 6.0+ g/cm8. Another possibility
gested[e.g.,Strens, 1969] that at high pressures is a transition to the calcium ferrite structure
and/or in certain coordinationsthe Fe•+ or Fe•+ coupledwith a spin transition in the Fe•+ ions,
ions (or both) would change their electronic which would occupy octahedral sites in this
configurationto a low-spinstate in which one structure. The estimated density of this is 6.4
or more of the unpaired electronsin a higher g/cm3, which is rather high. Then there are
energylevel reverts to a lower energylevel to various possibledissociationswith FeO (rockform a 'spin-pair' in that level, with an accom- salt, p • 5.95; rocksalt LS, p • 7.8) and
panyingdecreasein ionic radius.In 6-coordina- Fe•O• (corundum, p = 5.27; fi-rare earth,
tion with 02-, the Fe'* ion has a 'high-spin' p = 5.56; corundumLS, p • 6.05), of which
the best possibilitiesseem to be FeO (LS) q(I-IS) radius of 0.77 A and a low-spin (LS)
radius of 0.61 A. For Fe •* in 6-coordination
Fe•O3(fi-rare earth; p • 6.1 g/cm3) and FeO
theseare 0.645 A (I-IS) and 0.55 A (LS) [Shan- (rocksalt) q- Fe•O• (corundum LS; p • 6.0
non and Prewitt, 1969]. The ionic volume g/cmO).It is thus possiblethat spin transitions
changesare thus substantial.The transitionto could be involved in the Fe•O• and Fe•04 phase
low spinis more favoredin octahedralor square changes,with the Fe'• transition being a little
planar coordination,and less favored in tetra- more likely, but the evidenceis not very strong.
If spintransitionsare importantin the earth,
hedral or cubic eightfold coordination[Strens,
they are mostlikely to involvethe Fe'• ion in an
1969].
We have considered some possible phase olivine-or pyroxene-typesolidsolution.Although
changesof the iron-rich compounds
that might the Fe '• sites in the olivine structure are octainvolve spin transitions.The crystal structure hedral, it can be seen from Table 2 that the
may be unchangedduringthe transition,or the shock-waveresults for the duniresand fayMite
changedratios of cation to anton radii may cannot be explainedby a spin transition in the
require an accompanyingchange in crystal olivine structure, since the density change
structure.
would be too large for fayMite, but very small
The simpleststructure to consideris hema- for the magnesium-richolivines.In the strontite. The Fe • are in distorted octahedral cotium plumbatestructurethe Fe'• is coordinated
ordination,so it is possiblethat the Fe3* could to 6 oxygenions at the cornersof a trigonal
undergoa spintransition(Gaffhey,privatecorn- prism. In this coordinationthe spin pairing will
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begin at a lower pressureand will be complete
at a higherpressurethan in octahedralcoordination (Gaffney, private communication).For
pyroxenesin the enstatiteand ilmenite structures, but not perovskite,Fe•+ occupiesocta-

the shock densities are closer to the pseudobrookite density, so this may be the favored
structure. In this structure, both cations are
octahedrallycoordinatedto oxygen.

Feldspars(microcline;albitite, Ab88An,p;oligoclase,Ab•,An,•; anorthosite,Ab•,A% + 10%
taining someiron could have their densities augire). Candidates for these high-pressure
increasedby a few per cent through a spin phases are the hollandite structure (~3.85
transition,but the presentshock-waveevidence g/em•) or • disproportionationof the albite
is not sufficient to resolve this.
(NaA1Si•O•) into jadeite + stishovite and of
In summary,it is possiblethat spin transitions the anorthite (CaA12Si•O•) into grossular +
are involved in some of the shock-wave transkyanite q- stishovite.The disproportionationof
formations, but there is little suggestionthat microdine, KA1Si•08 (Table 2), is speculative,
sinceKA1Si•0ois not known in the jadeite structhey would occurin a mantle environment.If
ture.
The shock densities are intermediate,
they did, the density changeswould be a few

hedral sites. Thus olivines or pyro.xenes con-

per cent.

Enstatite,bronzitite. The density3.93 g/cm'•
obtained here for enstatite is derived from the

zero-pressure
densityof the hugoniot,sincethe
data are so scattered that the iterative method
used to calculate the adiabat would not con-

verge. The densityis comparableto that of

nearer the disproportionationdensitiesthan the
hollandite densities. D. L. Anderson [1969]
has suggestedthat the effect of calcium is to
decreasethe parameter 'I•oin the seismieequation of state. If sodium and potassiumhave the
same effect, then the shock densitiesin Table 2
might be underestimates,but the anomalous
resultsobtained from the original seismicequation of state [Ahrens et al., 1969] (seeFigure 1)
suggestthat this cannotbe taken too far.
Westerly. granite (quartz 27.5%, microcline
35.4%, oligoclase (Anco) 31.4%, mica 3.2%).
The shock density 3.90 g/cm• is still in good
agreementwith the estimateddensity3.94 g/em8
of a stishovite q- hollandite mixture, and pro-

the mixed oxides,and is intermediatebetween
the ilmenite and perovskitestructure densities.
From the calculatedheat of formation, Ga#ney
and Ahrens [1969] concludedthat enstatite
couldonly be stablein the perovskitestructure
if its densitywere lessthan about 3.9 g/cm8.
While this is probably compatible with the
shock data, it is considerablyless than the
inferred structure density. It is perhaps more vides better evidence than the individual feldspar data that the feldsparshave transformed
reasonable that enstatite should be in the timentre structure.

The revised bronzitite density 3.33 g/cm8 is

to the hollandite

structure.

Diabases(W1: augire45%, labradorire45%,

dramaticallylessthan the 3.74 g/cm8 inferred microcline3%; Frederick: augire •5%, olivine
by Ahrenset al. [1970],andis in fact closeto 1%, labradorire 48%, mica 1%). The shock
the initial (untransformed)
densityof bronzitite densities given in Table 2 are extrapolated

(3.28 g/cm'). The value 1.086Mb of bulk from those of Ahrens et al. [1970] and D. L.
modulus is close to the value 1.05 Mb found

Anderson and Kanamori [1968], who used a

by Kumazawa[1969]on a single-crystal
sample seismicequation of state intermediate between
of a bronzite orthopyroxeneof density 3.34

the former and the presentone. Sincethe pres-

g/cm3. Thus, the bronzititeis probablyonly enceof somealuminumin a pyroxenecomposipartiallyconverted
to a high-pressure
phase. tion enhancesthe transformationto a garnet
This conclusionis supportedby •l•e consider- structure [Ringwood,1969], we •night expect
able scatter in the data.

Sillimanite,andalusite.The shockdensities
3.94 and 3.84 g/cm3 are intermediatebetween
the estimateddensity3.81 g/cm• of A12Si05
in
the pseudobrookite
structureand the mixedoxidedensity4.09 g/cm8. There is somedoubt
whetherdisproportionation
into oxidesis possible within the time of the shockpulse,and

that the augire has transformed to the garnet
structure, with a density ~3.65 g/cm•. If the
labradorite

transformed

to the hollandire struc-

ture, the resulting density would be ~3.75
g/cm,• which is in fairly good agreementwith
the shock densities. (The presenceof calcium
may again mean that the shock densitiesare
underestimated.)
The hypothesis
that the pyrox-

enes have not transformed to a denser phase

[Ahrens et al., 1969] gives the densities3.70
(W1) and 3.66 (F) g/cm3, which are also compatible, but this alternative seemsless attracfive
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shock wave data., Phys. Earth
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and

Planet. In-

Keane, A., An investigationof finite strain in an
isotropic material subjected to hydrostatic
pressure and its seismological a.pplications,
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results.It is also possiblethat the augitc transformed to the ilmenite structure, giving densities~3.85 g/cm3, which are rather high.
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